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Details of Visit:

Author: toymi69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Dec 2013 19:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07926169130

The Premises:

Basic but tidy ground floor flat in a safe quiet street, just to the south of the town centre. My first visit
to nat, I was given directions to the road and agreed a time. I was then guided to the flat by text at
agreed time. This is a residential area, so the nessecary discression is admirable.

The Lady:

white,early 30s,5'5",mid lenght brunette,waifish with nice pert little breasts appropriate to her frame
and a gorgeous handfull tight arse.Very friendly and welcoming.Greated me in a tartan schoolgirl /
cheerleader outfit.Not a clasically beautiful woman but properly sexy.Clean shaved with a nice
prominent clit.Pierced tongue, which is put to very good use.

The Story:

As mentioned, guided in by text and met at the door in a most satisfactory way. Taken to the
bedroom with polite conversation on the way. Paid up front as discussed on the phone. Then down
to business. We both undressed , the ribbon backed stockings stayed on (her).then a gentle bare
skin massage followed with licking and kissing, then moved on to rimming. There was plenty of
attention to cock and balls during both. Then rolled over for body to body with plenty of attention
again and plenty of french kissing. Then down to it, OWO, with the piercing being used to full effect
on my head and deep throat for the shaft. Then a minor hitch,she warned me that she was very
tight, this was very true! (not braging, but as mentioned in aprevious FR, I am not the smallest) with
the application of the cover by mouth, missh was attempted, this proved too uncomforable for nat,
she did genuinly try and got properly wet in the process. However she asked me to stop as she
warned me she might have to.Appologetically she asked me if I would mind coming in her mouth.
With her skill set from some min ago this seemed to save me asking!!!A superb combination of the
pierced tongue on my head and deep throat followed, with an excelently judged alternation of ball
sucking and squeezing mixed in, to bring me to a big climax in nats mouth / throat. Some was
swallowed but not all, as to be fair I was ready for emptying. The encouraging talk around the
sucking was very sexy.We enjoyed a cuddle with more dfk after nat had gargled from the
nightstand. Then the big surprise, an appology and a £20 refund, I was to be given the quickie price
as she could not take me, this despite the warning. This is the most genuine punt I have ever had. I
will be seeing Nat again soon, I will have to try RO on her to see what happens???

Highly recomended. Treat this lady with the respect that is due!
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